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Outline

Supply-side capacity and market access
Is it spaghetti bowl or is it noodle bowl?
Issues for consideration
– Could ESCAP be offering new approach to liberalization?
– Could/should  the primacy of multilateralism be re-

established?
– Multilateralizing regionalism

• Geographical consolidation
• Functional cooperation and consolidation
• Institutional integration

Role of rules on RTA
Conclusions
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Figure 1.The interplay between supply-side capacity building and market access
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Issues for consideration
1. Has the ESCAP region found a new approach that 

promises greater benefits than WTO liberalization?
• A combination of proactive and defensive trade strategies seem to 

drive the process 

• Natural hubs: establishment of trade hegemony

• Defensive hubs: avoidance of spoke position

• Multilayered strata of hubs and spokes emerging

• Gravitational force of one hub linked to rest of region through spokes

• Role of ASEAN: option of developing countries collectively 
establishing themselves as alternative hub

• Spinning top - centrifugal force driven by an inertia – at the center-
that acts outwards and draws energy from a body moving about the
center. Is ASEAN the still force that attracts more members around its 
center? Japan, China, India, Republic of Korea,  CER might all provide 
the energy needed for ASEAN members to overcome their differences. 
Will this turn vision 2020 into reality?
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Issues for consideration
2. Can the primacy of the multilateral trading system 

be re-established?

• The pace, depth and scope of WTO negotiations will be a 
determining factor, but difficulties cannot be 
underestimated:
• 148 members each with specific national interests  
• Too ambitious with respect to core issues?
• Too wide in terms of number of issues?
• Lack of political will
• No clear lobbying by special interest groups

• Strengthening of rules on PTAs? 
• DDA on rules: transparency, systemic, development issues
• Political will?
• Regionalism is driven by more than trade
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Issues for consideration

3. Question returns to regional level: Are there avenues 
that would allow transfer of self interest of RTAs into 
collective interest of many (all) thus replicating 
outcome of multilateralism?

Three options are explored:

A. Geographical consolidation

• Intuitively appears to be obvious way: one RTA folds into a larger RTA 
which in turn folds into an even larger RTA until all world trade is covered. 
⇒ Requires principle of open regionalism embodied in APEC.

• Internal self perpetuating dynamics needed: What triggers it?

Each new member brings added benefits → Increased membership 
increases likelihood that most efficient suppliers part of RTAs → increases 
likelihood of trade creation > trade diversion
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Issues for consideration

A.Geographical Consolidation (cont’d)
• willingness of existing members to allow new members: do 

net benefits really increase? How are benefits to be shared 
between new and old members?  Historical conflicts, 
different political systems, cultural differences. Fear that 
integration will become dysfunctional. APEC? 

• Expansion of EU membership useful positive example;

• Additional firms entering market leads to additional 
incentives for more producers to join, and increases costs for 
those remaining outside (lose production capacity)

• More than 65 bilateral trade agreements notified to WTO 
abrogated



Consolidating RTAs: An example of an Asian geography-based consolidation
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SCO
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Issues for consideration

A.Geographical Consolidation (cont’d)
• Crucial differences between EU and Asia
• Customs union (CU) vs Free trade agreements (FTAs)
• Geographical proximity much more relevant for CU than FTAs

• No example of CU among geographically dispersed countries 
(except Turkey and EU)

• Key question: Is CU with common external trade policy and 
deeper integration through greater harmonization in 
regulatory policies sine qua non for geographical 
consolidation?

• Difficulty of moving deeper integration forward in WTO. 
• Deep integration can only be made to work among small 

group of trading countries, at regional level? 
• On the other hand, proliferation of BTAs has raised 

prevalence of contradictory provisions and greatly 
increased complexity of regulatory environment.
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Issues for consideration

B. Functional cooperation and consolidation
• Asia-Pacific could also evolve its own form of 

consolidation, based on pragmatism,  flexibility and 
outward orientation

• Rules of origin key area that requires much more 
critical scrutiny

• RoO sine qua non for FTAs (to prevent trade 
deflection), but don’t make sense in an era of 
globalization and fragmentation of production chain 
across countries

• Each agreement has its own RoO, superimposed 
with special product specific RoO. 
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Issues for consideration

B. Functional cooperation and consolidation 
(Cont’d) 
Bangkok Agreement: evolved a set of common rules 
of origin, based on flat percentage rate 45 per cent 
(35 per cent for LDCs) local content
Investment (proliferation of BITs) linkages to BTAs? 
Financial compensatory packages?
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Issues for consideration

C. Institutional integration
• Can institution-driven integration of EU offer useful 

example? 

• Is there a need for a more formal supranational 
system of regional governance or are current 
intergovernmental institutions sufficient?

• UNESCAP, RIS, ADB, subregional organizations in 
good position to draw out commonalities and work 
on modal procedures, agreements. 

• Bold mandates and resources lacking 
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Issues for consideration

C. Institutional integration (Cont’d)
Need for balancing vision with realism: 
more effective use of existing institutions. 
Cost effectiveness of creating new 
institutions?
Deep policy, political and historical 
differences among countries of the region 
might prevent supranational governance?
Can strengthened WTO rules on PTAs 
promote integration
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Conclusions

New patterns of regional integration 
emerging with potentially fragmenting 
effect on trade and investment
To use regional integration in fight against 
poverty, measures need to be put in place 

– To prevent for multilayered and complex set of rules and 
standards being introduced in overlapping agreements

– To design compensatory measures for losses in tariff 
revenue

– To design structural reforms needed to lead adjustment 
processes, following faster liberalization of trade, 
investment and migration
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